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Abstract
In this paper, we obtain two reﬁnements of the ordering relations among Heinz
means with diﬀerent parameters via the Taylor series of some hyperbolic functions
and by the way, we derive new generalizations of Heinz operator inequalities.
Moreover, we establish a matrix version of Heinz inequality for the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm. Finally, we introduce a weighted multivariate geometric mean and show that
the weighted multivariate operator geometric mean possess several attractive
properties and means inequalities.
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1 Introduction
Since Heinz proved a series of useful norm inequalities, which are closely related to the
Cordes inequality and the Furuta inequality, in ,many researchers have devoted them-
selves to sharping the Heinz inequalities and extending the Heinz norm inequalities to
more general cases with the help of a Bernstein type inequality for nonselfadjoint op-
erators, the convexity of norm functions, the Jensen functional and its properties, the
Hermite-Hadamard inequality, and so on. With this kind of research, the study of various
means inequalities, such as the geometric mean, the arithmetic mean, the Heinz mean,
arithmetic-geometric means, and Arithmetic-Geometric-Harmonic (A-G-H) weighted
means, has received much attention and development too. For recent interesting work
in this area, we refer the reader to [–] and references therein.
Based on [–], in this paper, we are concerned with the further reﬁnements of the geo-
metric mean and the Heinz mean for operators in Hilbert spaces. Our purpose is to derive
some new generalizations of Heinz operator inequalities by reﬁning the ordering relations
among Heinz means with diﬀerent parameters, and of the geometric mean by investigat-
ing geometric means of several operator variables in a weighted setting. Moreover, we will
obtain a matrix version of the Heinz inequality for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm.
Throughout this paper,B++(H) stands for the set of all bounded positive invertible op-
erators on a Hilbert space H, B(H) is the set of all bounded linear operators on H, and
B(H)sa is a convex domain of selfadjoint operators in B(H). For any T ,S ∈ B++(H) and
ν ∈ [, ], we write
T∇νS := ( – ν)T + νS
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T–  ST– 
)νT 
as the geometric mean of T and S. When ν = / we write T∇S and TS in short, respec-
tively. We refer the reader to Kubo and Ando [] for more information on the means of
positive linear operators.
Recall that, for any a,b≥ , the number
Hν(a,b) =
a–νbν + aνb–ν
 , ≤ ν ≤ ,
is called the Heinz mean Hν(a,b) of a and b. It is clear that
H(a,b) =H(a,b) =
a + b
 , H/(a,b) =
√
ab,
Hν(a,b) =H–ν(a,b), ν ∈ [, ],
√
ab≤Hν(a,b)≤ a + b , ν ∈ [, ].




is called the Heinz operator mean of T and S. Clearly,
TS ≤Hν(T ,S)≤ T∇S,
that is, the Heinz operator mean interpolates between the geometric mean and the arith-
metic mean.
2 Improved Heinz means inequalities
In a very recent work [], we establish the following inequalities:
Ht(a,b)≤
(




a  b  + ( – t)









TS + ( – t)

( – s)Hs(T ,S)
hold for s, t ∈ [, ] satisfying |s –  | ≥ |t –  |, s =  .
In this section, we improve the result and give two theorems as follows.
Theorem . Suppose T ,S ∈B++(H), and let s, t ∈ [, ] satisfy
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Then
(




TS + ( – t)

( – s)Hs(T ,S)
≤ ( – ( – t))TS + ( – t)T∇S. (.)
Proof Writing
α =  – s, β =  – t,
we see
α = , ≤ |β| ≤ |α| ≤ .







































































coshαx ≤ ( – β) + β coshx.
With x–y instead of x, we have
(




+ ( – t)

( – s) cosh
(
( – s)x – y
)





Let a = ex, b = ey. Then
(




ab + ( – t)

( – s)Hs(a,b)
≤ ( – ( – t))√ab + ( – t) a + b . (.)
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Taking a = x and b =  in the inequality (.), we get
(










≤ ( – ( – t))x/ + ( – t) x +  .
With the positive operator T–  ST–  instead of x, we have
(




TS + ( – t)

( – s)Hs(T ,S) ≤
(
 – ( – t)
)
TS + ( – t)T∇S.
The proof is completed. 






logx , x > ,x = ,
ν – , x = ,
we have the following result.
Theorem . Suppose T ,S ∈B++(H) and let s, t ∈ [, ] satisfy




































T–  ST– 
)
T  .
Proof Writing α =  – s, β =  – t, we have
α = , β = , ≤ |β| ≤ |α| ≤ .
It follows from the Taylor series of sinhx that
sinhβx






! + · · ·















! + · · ·
)





























With x–y instead of x, we know that, for any s, t ∈ [, ] satisfying |s –  | ≥ |t –  |, s, t =  ,
sinh(( – t)( x–y ))
( – t)( x–y )
≤
(








sinh(( – s)( x–y ))
( – s)( x–y )
)
.
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Put a = ex, b = ey. Then we get
a–tbt – atb–t
( – t)(loga – logb)
≤
(




a  b  + ( – t)

( – s)
( a–tbt – atb–t
( – t)(loga – logb)
)
. (.)
Letting a = x and b =  in inequality (.), we see that
xt – x–t
(t – ) logx ≤
(




x  + ( – t)

( – s)
( xt – x–t




























T–  ST– 
) 




































3 Heinz inequality for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm
In this section, we let Mn be the Hilbert space of n × n complex matrices and let ‖ · ‖
stand for any unitarily invariant norm onMn, i.e. ‖UTV‖ = ‖T‖ for all T ∈Mn and for all
unitary matrices U ,V ∈ Mn. We suppose that T ,S,X ∈ Mn with T and S being positive







It is well known that the Hilbert-Schmidt norm is unitarily invariant.
Next, we prove the followingmatrix version of Heinz inequality for the Hilbert-Schmidt
norm.
Theorem . Let s, t ∈ [, ] satisfy
































T /XS/ + ( – t)

( – s)










 – ( – t)
)






Proof Noting that T and S are positive semideﬁnite, we know by the spectral theorem that
there exist unitary matrices U ,V ∈Mn such that
T =UU∗ and S = VV ∗,
where
 = diag(λ, . . . ,λn),  = diag(μ, . . . ,μn), λi,μi ≥ , i = , . . . ,n.
Put
Y =U∗XV = [yij].
Then we have
TtXS–t + T –tXSt
 =




















































T /XS/ + ( – t)

( – s)





























 – ( – t)
)









 – ( – t)
)√






































 – ( – t)
)√





Thus, the proof is completed. 
4 The inductive weighted geometric means andmeans inequalities
Let F : D → B(H) be a mapping of k variables deﬁned in a convex domain D ⊆ B(H)k .
Recall from Hansen [] that F is regular if:
(i) The domain D is invariant under unitary transformations ofH and
F
(
U∗TU , . . . ,U∗TkU
)
=U∗F(T, . . . ,Tk)U
for every (T, . . . ,Tk) ∈D and every unitary U onH.
(ii) Let P and Q be mutually orthogonal projections acting on H and take arbitrary
k-tuples (T, . . . ,Tk) and (S, . . . ,Sk) of operators inB(H) such that the compressed tuples
(PTP, . . . ,PTkP) and (QSQ, . . . ,QSkQ) are in the domainD. Then the k-tuple of diagonal
block matrices
(PTP +QSQ, . . . ,PTkP +QSkQ)
is also in the domain D and
F(PTP +QSQ, . . . ,PTkP +QSkQ)
= PF(PTP, . . . ,PTkP)P +QF(QSQ, . . . ,QSkQ)Q.
Recall also from Hansen [] that the perspective of a regular operator mapping of several
variables is deﬁned as
PF (T, . . . ,Tk ,S) = S/F
(
S–/TS–/, . . . ,S–/TkS–/
)
S/.
Hansen [] proves that the perspective PF of a convex regular map F : Dk+ → B(H) is
regular and convex.




(T, . . . ,Tk)|T, . . . ,Tk > 
}
.
Now we prove another two properties of PF .
Theorem . Suppose that F : Dk+ → B(H)sa is regular, concave, and continuous. Then
the perspective function PF is monotone.
Proof Let Ti and Si be positive invertible operators such that Ti ≤ Si for i = , . . . ,k + . If
Si – Ti is invertible for each i = , . . . ,k +  and λ ∈ (, ), then we have
λSi = λTi + ( – λ)Wi, i = , . . . ,k + ,
where
Wi = λ( – λ)–(Si – Ti), i = , . . . ,k + ,
are positive and invertible. Thus, the concavity of PF implies that
PF (λS, . . . ,λSk+) ≥ λPF (T, . . . ,Tk+) + ( – λ)PF (W, . . . ,Wk+)
≥ λPF (T, . . . ,Tk+).
For λ → , by continuity, we get
PF (S, . . . ,Sk+)≥PF (T, . . . ,Tk+).
Generally, choose  < ν <  such that
νTi < Ti ≤ Si, i = , . . . ,k + .
Then we have
PF (μT, . . . ,μTk+)≤PF (S, . . . ,Sk+).
Letting ν → , we get the conclusion. 
Theorem . Suppose that F :Dk+ → B(H)sa is a regular, concave, and positively homo-
geneous. Then the perspective function PF satisﬁes the property of congruence invariance:
PF
(
W ∗TW , . . . ,W ∗Tk+W
)
=W ∗PF (T, . . . ,Tk+)W (.)
for any invertible operator W onH.
Proof It follows from Theorem . of [] that the perspective function PF is concave.
Moreover, since F is positively homogeneous, it is easy to prove that PF is also positively
homogeneous. Hence, by Proposition . in [], we get the conclusion. 
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Let
β = (β, . . . ,βk) ∈ [, ]k
with
∑k
i= βi = , and let αk+ ∈ [, ] and
α = (α, . . . ,αk ,αk+) =
(
β( – αk+), . . . ,βk( – αk+),αk+
)
.
Then, simulated by the signiﬁcant work of Hansen [], we construct a sequence of
weighted multivariate geometric means Gα ,Gα , . . . as follows.
(i) Let Gα (T) = T for each positive deﬁnite invertible operator T .
(ii) To each weighted geometric mean Gβk of k variables we associate an auxiliary map-
ping Ak :Dk+ →B(H) such that Ak is regular and concave, and
Ak(T, . . . ,Tk) =Gβk (T, . . . ,Tk)(–αk+) =
(
Tβ · · ·Tβkk
)(–αk+)
for positive T, . . . ,Tk , where β is the weight associated to T, . . . ,Tk .
(iii) Deﬁne the geometric mean Gαk+ :Dk++ →B(H) of k +  variables as
Gαk+(T, . . . ,Tk+) =PAk (T, . . . ,Tk+),
where
PAk (T, . . . ,Tk ,Tk+) = T /k+Ak
(
T–/k+ TT–/k+ , . . . ,T–/k+ TkT–/k+
)
T /k+.
Particularly, the geometric means of two variables















coincide with the weighted geometric means of two variables TαT in the sense of Kubo
and Ando [], where α = (α,α) satisfy α + α = .
In the above procedure, αi is determined by βi and αk+ in the following sense:
αi = βi( – αk+) (i = , . . . ,k).




, i = , , . . . ,k,αk+ = ,
and hence trace back to the case of k = . Therefore for ﬁxed weight we can deﬁne the
corresponding weighted geometric mean.
Theorem . The means Gαk : Dk+ → B(H)+ constructed as above are regular, positively
homogeneous, concave, and they satisfy
Gαk+(T, . . . ,Tk , ) =G
β
k (T)(–αk+) (.)
for T = (T, . . .Tk) ∈Dk+.
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Proof By the deﬁnition of Gαk , we know that Gαk for each k = , , . . . is the perspective of
a regular positively homogeneous map. Therefore, Gαk are regular and positively homoge-
neous. Moreover, since Gαk+ is the perspective of (G
β
k )–αk+ , we see that (.) holds.
Next, we prove thatGαk is concave. Clearly,Gα is concave. Assume thatG
β
k is concave for
some k and the corresponding weight β . For αk+ ∈ [, ], the map x→ x–αk+ is operator




λT + ( – λ)S
))(–αk+) ≥ (λ(GβkT
)









where T = (T, . . . ,Tk), S = (S, . . . ,Sk). So the auxiliary mapping
Ak(T, . . . ,Tk) =Gβk (T, . . . ,Tk)–αk+
is concave. Then by Theorem . in [] we see that its perspective Gαk+ is also concave. By
induction, we know that Gαk is concave for all k = , , . . . . 
Remark . A similar analysis to Theorem . in [] shows that the above conditions
uniquely determine the Geometric means Gαk for k = , , . . . by setting Gα (T) = T .
Theorem . Set T = (T, . . . ,Tk) ∈ Dk+. The means Gαk constructed as above have the fol-
lowing properties:
(P) (consistency with scalars) Gαk (T) = T
α
 · · ·Tαkk if the Ti ’s commute;
(P) (joint homogeneity) Gαk (tT, . . . , tkTk) = t
α
 · · · tαkk Gαk (T) for ti > ;
(P) (monotonicity) if Bi ≤ Ti for all ≤ i≤ k, then Gαk (B)≤Gαk (T);
(P) (congruence invariance) Gαk (W ∗TW , . . . ,W ∗TkW ) =W ∗Gαk (T)W for any
invertible operatorW onH;
(P) (self-duality) Gαk (T–) =Gαk (T)–;
(P) (A-G-H weighted mean inequalities) (
∑k
i= αiT–i )– ≤Gαk (T)≤
∑k
i= αiTi;
(P) (determinant identity) detGαk (T) =ki=(detTi)αi .
Proof If T and T commute, then



















Hence, (P) holds for k = , . Now assume that (P) holds for some k > . Since




























































= Tβ(–αk+) · · ·Tβk (–αk+)k T –(–αk+)k+
= Tα · · ·Tαkk Tαk+k+ ,
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we see that (P) also holds for k + . By induction, we know that (P) holds for k = , , . . . .
It is easy to verify (P) holds for k =  and k = . Assume that (P) holds for some k > .
Then we have








































By induction, we get





 · · · tβkk
)(–αk+)Gαk+(T, . . . ,Tk ,Tk+)
= tα · · · tαkk tαk+k+ Gαk+(T, . . . ,Tk ,Tk+).
Hence (P) is true.
(P) and (P) follow from Theorems . and ..





















































By induction, we get
Gαk+
(















































=Gαk+(T, . . . ,Tk ,Tk+)–,
which veriﬁes (P).










for arbitrary (T, . . . ,Tk) ∈ Dk+. Firstly, we show the second inequality. It is easy to see the
second inequality holds for k = . Assume the inequality holds for some k. Then, by virtue
of
Xp ≤  + p(X – )
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for X ∈D (the set of positive operators) and p ∈ [, ], we obtain
Fk(T, . . . ,Tk) = Gβk (T, . . . ,Tk)(–αk+)
≤  + ( – αk+)
(
Gβk (T, . . . ,Tk) – 
)












Now taking perspective, we have






















































T– , . . . ,T–k
)– =Gαk (T, . . . ,Tk).
Hence the property (P) holds.
For T ∈ D and p ∈ R, we have detTp = (detT)p due to detT = exp(Tr logT). For k = 
and k = , (P) is obviously correct. Assume that (P) holds for some k > . Then, using
































which means that (P) is true. 
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